A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING THE CREATION OF THE "HELPING OTHERS MANAGE EARLY (HOME) CHILDHOOD ACT".

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at http://leg.colorado.gov.)

Early Childhood and School Readiness Legislative Commission. The bill creates the "Helping Others Manage Early (HOME) Childhood Act" (HOME Act). The HOME Act consists of 3 components:

A public awareness campaign (campaign), implemented by a third-party entity contracted by the department of human
services (department). The campaign will target those persons connected with early childhood in some fashion, from families to providers, and inform them on what is expected from early childhood providers, what is expected from children by the time they enter kindergarten, and what resources are available throughout the state.

A series of multicounty workshops directed at early childhood providers to provide information on best practices for effective early childhood education. The multicounty workshops will also provide information on the requirements and procedures for licensure.

A series of regional workshops designed to educate interested providers on how to start an early child care center or preschool, as well as any requirements and procedures for licensure.

The bill directs that the department provide adequate child care for the multicounty and regional workshops to allow for maximum attendance.

The bill includes a repeal date of 2023 with a provision for a mandatory prior review of the effectiveness of the 3 components.

---

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add part 4 to article 6.5 of title 26 as follows:

PART 4

HELPING OTHERS MANAGE EARLY CHILDHOOD ACT

26-6.5-401. Short title. The short title of this part 4 is the "HELPING OTHERS MANAGE EARLY (HOME) CHILDHOOD ACT".

26-6.5-402. Definitions. As used in this part 4, unless the context otherwise requires:

(1) "CAMPAIGN" means the public awareness campaign described in section 26-6.5-403.

(2) "DEPARTMENT" means the state department of human services.
(3) "EARLY CHILDHOOD COUNCIL" MEANS AN EARLY CHILDHOOD COUNCIL IDENTIFIED OR ESTABLISHED LOCALLY IN COMMUNITIES THROUGHOUT THE STATE PURSUANT TO SECTION 26-6.5-103 OR 26-6.5-106.

(4) "HOME ACT" MEANS THE "HELPING OTHERS MANAGE EARLY (HOME) CHILDHOOD ACT" ESTABLISHED IN THIS PART 4.

**26-6.5-403. Public awareness campaign - timeline.** (1) The Department is authorized to enter into a sole-source contract following a request for proposals process to provide a statewide public awareness campaign concerning the importance of early childhood education. The campaign must be implemented in each county and target family, friends, neighbors, families who provide home-based education to their children, and the diverse network of early childhood caregivers in the state to ensure that such people who are connected with early childhood education are aware of:

(a) **What is expected from early childhood education;**
(b) **What a child is expected to know by the time the child reaches kindergarten;** and
(c) **What resources are available in the state related to early childhood education.**

(2) (a) In order to meet the provisions of this section, the Department shall issue a request for proposals on or before August 1, 2020. The Department shall award the contract on or before September 30, 2020, to an appropriate third-party entity with the capacity to develop and implement a statewide campaign.
(b) ON OR BEFORE FEBRUARY 1, 2021, THE ENTITY AWARDED THE CONTRACT PURSUANT TO SUBSECTION (2)(a) OF THIS SECTION SHALL DEVELOP AND SUBMIT ITS PLAN FOR THE CAMPAIGN TO THE DEPARTMENT FOR APPROVAL. THE CONTRACT ENTITY SHALL WORK COLLABORATIVELY WITH EARLY CHILDHOOD COUNCILS AS NECESSARY AND APPROPRIATE. THE DEPARTMENT SHALL WORK COLLABORATIVELY WITH THE CONTRACT ENTITY TO APPROVE THE PLAN AND HAVE IT READY FOR IMPLEMENTATION ON OR BEFORE MARCH 31, 2021.

(c) AFTER THE CONTRACT ENTITY’S CAMPAIGN PLAN HAS BEEN APPROVED BY THE DEPARTMENT PURSUANT TO SUBSECTION (2)(b) OF THIS SECTION, THE CONTRACT ENTITY WILL BEGIN THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTIES OF THE STATE. THE CAMPAIGN MUST BE FULLY IN PLACE NO LATER THAN THE BEGINNING OF THE 2021-22 ACADEMIC YEAR.

26-6.5-404. Workshops - skills and licensure requirements - child care availability. (1) THE DEPARTMENT, IN COLLABORATION WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND EARLY CHILDHOOD COUNCILS, SHALL DEVELOP A SERIES OF MULTICOUNTY WORKSHOPS FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD PROVIDERS. THE PURPOSE OF THE WORKSHOPS IS TO PROVIDE EARLY CHILDHOOD PROVIDERS WITH:

(a) ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE NECESSARY SKILLS TO ADEQUATELY PERFORM THEIR JOBS; AND

(b) INFORMATION CONCERNING CAREER PATHWAYS, AS WELL AS LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES, FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD PROVIDERS.

(2) THE DEPARTMENT SHALL HOST THE MULTICOUNTY WORKSHOPS THROUGHOUT THE 2021-22 ACADEMIC YEAR.
THE DEPARTMENT SHALL PROVIDE ADEQUATE CHILD CARE FOR WORKSHOP ATTENDEES TO ALLOW FOR MAXIMUM ATTENDANCE.

26-6.5-405. Regional workshops - creating an early child care center or preschool - quality - child care availability. (1) The department, in collaboration with early childhood councils, shall develop a series of regional workshops that instruct participants on:

(a) How to start an early child care center or preschool;

(b) The elements of the Colorado SHINES quality rating and improvement system, as described in section 26-6.5-106, and ways to improve quality; and

(c) Licensing requirements and procedures for child care centers and preschools.

(2) The department shall host the regional workshops from May through August of 2022.

(3) The department shall provide adequate child care for workshop attendees to allow for maximum attendance.

26-6.5-406. Repeal of part. This part 4 is repealed, effective September 1, 2023. Before the repeal, this part 4 is scheduled for review in accordance with section 24-34-104.

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 24-34-104, add (24)(a)(XIII) as follows:

24-34-104. General assembly review of regulatory agencies and functions for repeal, continuation, or reestablishment - legislative declaration - repeal. (24) (a) The following agencies, functions, or both, are scheduled for repeal on September 1, 2023:

(XIII) The "HELPING OTHERS MANAGE EARLY (HOME)
CHAPTER 6.5 OF TITLE 26.

SECTION 3. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety.